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The following corrections apply to only the first printing of the book.
Pg

Error

78

Question 20:
20.

Correction

In Figure 1.28, what type of
component is depicted as A?

20.

In Figure 1.28, what type of
component is depicted as C?

79

Question 24:
24.

149

24.

Which component in Figure 1.29 is
considered to be the "brains" of
the PC system?

A. C

A. A

B. D

B. B

C. E

C. E

D. F

D. F

Question 22:
22.

334

Which component in Figure 1.29 is
considered to be the "brains" of the
PC system?

B. In an ATX system...

22.

A, B. In an ATX system...

Challenge Solutions:
2.

...If the system's BIOS doesn't
support large LBA or ECHS
enhancements, the drive capacity of
even the largest hard drive is limited
to 528MB...

2.

...If the system's BIOS doesn't
support large LBA or ECHS
enhancements, the drive capacity
of even the largest hard drive is
limited to 504MB...

564

Figure 15.10

Replace with this:

714

Figure 19.17

Replace with this:

1138 2nd paragraph, 7th line:
...an MBR in Windows 2000/XP (for example,
FDSIK, Mono). Although...

...an MBR in Windows 2000/XP (for
example, FDSIK, MBR). Although...

The following corrections apply to the first and second printings of the book.
Pg

Error

79

Question 23:
23. In Figure 1.29 the expansion slots are
identified as _____.

446

Correction
23. In Figure 1.29 the expansion
slots are identified as _____.

A. B

A. A

B. C

B. C

C. D

C. D

D. E

D. E

Delete the 2nd paragraph under the
Protecting Monitors section:
Aerosol sprays, solvents, and commercial
cleaners should be avoided because they can
damage the screen and cabinet. The simple
cleaning solution, described earlier, is also
fine for cleaning the monitor. Make sure that
the monitor's power cord is disconnected from
any power source before washing. The
monitor's screen should be dried with a soft
cloth after rinsing.

456

456

(The second paragraph under the
Uninterruptible Power Supplies section)
Uninterruptible power supplies are batterybased systems that monitor the incoming
power and kick in when unacceptable
variations occur in the power source. The
term UPS is frequently used to describe two
different types of power backup systems.
Last paragraph

Uninterruptible power supplies are batterybased systems that monitor the incoming
power and kick in when unacceptable
variations occur in the power source as
illustrated in Figure 11.6. The term UPS
is frequently used to describe two different
types of power backup systems.

Both types of UPS systems are depicted in
Figure 11.7.

457

Both types of UPS systems are depicted in
Figure 11.6.
Figure 11.6

A UPS system.

493

UPS systems.
Second paragraph, line three:
...execution and 512KB L2 cache features...

...execution and 256KB L2 cache
features...
(The final version of the Pentium II
featured a 512KB L2 cache.)

493
494

510

End of second paragraph, add a sentence in
parenthesis to end of the paragraph.
1st paragraph, line 3
...processor (code-named Katmai) was
designed around the Pentium II...
Question #3
Add words "the original" to question.

Figure 11.6

...processor (code-named Katmai) was
designed around the original Pentium II...
What is the major difference between the
original Pentium II and Pentium II
microprocessors?

512

Answer #3

844

Add word "original" to sentence.
Question 8
8.
Which Windows utility was
designed specifically to make changes to the
Registry in Windows NT, 2000 or XP?
A.
RegEdit32
B.
SysEdit
C.
RegEdit
D.
PolEdit

849

8.
A. Windows 2000 includes two
Registry Editors: RegEdit and RegEdt32. Both
utilities enable you to add, edit, and remove
Registry entries and to perform other basic
functions; however, specific functions can be
performed only in one editor or the other.
RegEdt32 is the Registry Editor that is used
with Windows NT/2000. RegEdit is the
Registry Editor that was introduced with
Windows 95.

...code-named Katmai) was designed
around the original Pentium II core, but...

8.
Which Windows utility was
designed specifically to make changes to
the Registry in Windows NT and Windows
2000?
A.
RegEdt32
B.
SysEdit
C.
RegEdit
D.
PolEdit
8.
A. Windows NT and
Windows 2000 include two Registry
Editors: RegEdit and RegEdt32. Both
utilities enable you to add, edit, and
remove Registry entries and to perform
other basic functions; however, specific
functions can be performed only in one
editor or the other. RegEdt32 is designed
specifically to manage the Windows
NT/2000 Registry. RegEdit was
introduced with Windows 95.

The following corrections apply to the first three printings of the book.
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199

Replace Table 4.1

with:

202

Replace Table 4.4

with:

226

Replace Figure 5.2

with:

230

Replace Figure 5.4

with:

508

Replace Table 13.4

with:

564

Replace Figure 15.10

with:

727

Replace Figure 20.2

with:
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